Compliance with the new UKRI policy - articles
(Applies to articles submitted on or after 1 April 2022)

Is your article a result of UKRI-funded research?

Yes

Route 1(a)
Publish with a CC-BY license.
APC charges (but not page/colour/image charges) can be paid from the University's UKRI block grant.

Route 1 (b)
Publish with a CC-BY license.
No individual APC is charged.

Is the journal fully open access?

Yes

Consult the guidelines published by your funder about open access. Ensure you comply with requirements for the REF - see note below.

No

Is the journal a hybrid journal included in one of our transitional agreements, and is the corresponding author from UoS?

Yes

Is the journal a 'transformative' hybrid journal? (check using the Journal checker tool here).

No

Route 2
- Submit your manuscript with the licensing statement and a CC-BY licence.
- Deposit a copy in WRRO on acceptance; the OA team will make it available OA on publication.
- Don't sign any publisher contracts or copyright transfer agreements that prevent you from making the AAM open access on publication.

Glossary

AAM (Author Accepted Manuscript): the final, peer reviewed, author-amended version of the article prior to the typesetted published version.

APC: Author Processing Charge - a charge levied on an author by a journal to publish Open Access.

Hybrid journal: a journal which includes options to publish OA or subscription-only.

Transitional agreement: where a deal exists between a university and a hybrid journal, meaning authors from that institution do not need to pay an individual APC to publish in that journal - see this page for details.

Transformative journal: a journal that has committed to transitioning to fully open access within a specified timeframe, and also meets specific criteria - you can check this using the Journal checker tool here.

Licensing statement (required for Route 2, but encouraged for all): For the purpose of open access, the author has applied a "Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)" licence to any Author Accepted Manuscript version arising. *authors can apply to UKRI for an exception to use CC-BY-ND

Notes
(1) Whichever route to compliance you use, in order for your article to be eligible for the REF, you will still need to deposit your Author Accepted Manuscript in WRRO via MyPublications within 3 months of acceptance with an embargo period of less than 12 months (STEM) or less than 24 months (AHSS).
(2) All UKRI-funded articles must also include a Data Availability Statement.